
items, swaps and/or deletes as they are received from brokers and 
manufacturers in between the formal category reviews.”

For new items, Small said, “We constantly work with manu-
facturers and brokers to ensure DeCA is included in the process 
of adding new items when they are launched, so we can take 
advantage of the media blitz as well as the coupons that accom-
pany most new items.

“During the last category review, the selection of sugar-free 
candy — both chocolate and hard — was expanded,” Small noted. 
“Sales have increased, but I am unable to tell you exactly who is 
purchasing. I would imagine that it would be retirees with medi-
cal issues such as diabetes and/or younger patrons cutting back 
on sugar for weight control.”

Looking at the gum subcategory, Small reported that CONUS 
sales during fiscal 2011 (excluding Alaska and Hawaii) were up 
2.1-percent in unit volume at 5.74 million, although down 4.4 
percent on nearly $8.2 million in dollar volume.

“Manufacturers have recently placed more emphasis on vari-
ety as well as promotions and advertising on gum,” Small noted. 
“DeCA dollar sales are only off slightly, but unit sales are holding 
their own versus the Remaining Market (RM), where unit sales 
are actually down 5.4 percent,” he said, drawing the inference that 
DeCA is selling at more attractive pricing.

PELLET TREND
Numerous trends are being addressed within DeCA’s gum 

assortment, including those related to format, packaging and 
health issues. 

“Many patrons are turning to ‘pellet’ gum versus 
stick gum,” Small related. “In this vein, manufacturers 
are introducing new packaging of pellet gums, mostly 
by increasing the amount in each package to make the 
gum more cost-effective for patrons.” 

This trend is addressed in Wrigley’s pellet gum 
items, which the buyer said increased from 12 to 18 
pieces per pack, as well as Dentyne Ice and various 
Trident varieties, which increased from 12 pieces to 
16 pieces per pack.

Also on the health front, new to the gum assort-
ment is Zapp! Xyla brand gum, which is made with 
xylitol, a sugar alcohol sweetener. Xylitol is already 
used in a variety of gums as a naturally occurring sugar 
substitute for which studies have shown a reduction in 
cavities and plaque. 

HALLOWEEN HIGHLIGHTS
Looking back at Halloween 2011, Small reported 

the candy category enjoyed a dramatic 31-percent in-
crease for the celebration. With the holiday falling on 
a Monday, patrons had a full weekend to prepare and 
re-stock on any trick-or-treat supplies that might have 
been consumed prior to Oct. 31. In 2012, Halloween 
falls on a Wednesday. —E and C NEWS

For 2012, Defense Commissary Agency’s (DeCA) Candy, 
Direct Store Delivery (DSD) and Front-End Rack Category 

Buyer Joel Small expects that in addition to changes to the regu-
lar candy aisle assortment, patrons can expect to see a new look 
to some of the more familiar candy displays adjacent to store 
checkout lines as the year progresses. 

THE NEW DISPLAY RACKS
Both newer items and familiar patron favorites will be show-

cased on new front-end display racks that began to be installed on 
Feb. 17, and which were expected to be completed by the end of 
this month in both CONUS and OCONUS stores. The buyer noted 
that there are 10 different racks with different sizes according to 
their register belt dimensions. The racks also vary depending on 
the coolers they are paired with.

“The new racks will include some healthier alternatives for 
snacking, and king-size bars will also be added to the stock assort-
ment, keeping in line with outside-the-gate retailers’ practices,” 
Small noted.

SWAP, DELETE, UPDATE!
Small said that the available assortment is kept up to date by 

the Sales Directorate (SD) through category reviews every two 
to three years, and also via planogram updates.

These updates, in particular, ensure the category does not 
stand still in between reviews. Small told E and C News that 
planograms are updated as frequently as needed, “to include new 

Planogram and
Front-End Rack Changes 
Keep Pace with Patrons’ Preferences

Candy is dandy in DeCA 
stores. The assortment features 
numerous traditional favorites 
as well as newer varieties that 
address various trends, includ-

ing health. Fort Belvoir, Va.
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